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Abstract

In recent years there has been increasing interest in the environmental impacts of aviation, and some airlines have begun to address this issue more seriously. At the same time, competition in the aviation industry has become much tougher. This study focuses on the question of whether showing proactive environmental behavior could work as a differentiation strategy for airlines that are acting more responsibly, and thus help them to improve their competitiveness. This paper presents the results of a questionnaire conducted among 148 air travelers on their opinions and attitudes towards environmental aspects of flying, such as a modern and fuel-efficient fleet, direct flights, and carbon offset. The results showed that indeed there are air passengers who consider the environment when booking a flight, although they were not in the majority. The study also found that the participants saw additional value in a modern fleet, direct flights, and carbon offset, however, not all of them showed a willingness to pay a premium for those aspects.
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1. Introduction

Air transport has become an essential part of our everyday life. It brings people to business, products to their markets, tourists to their holiday destinations, and it unites families and friends all over the planet. So air transport has made the global village a reality, but it has also, like the entire transportation sector, had a large impact on our environment. According to Green [1], the three main impacts of aviation on the environment are noise, air pollution around airports, and influences on climate change. Hereby the contribution to climate change is seen as the impact with the greatest significance.

Aviation currently accounts for only 2% of the global carbon dioxide emissions [2], but the industry is growing at a fast rate. In the past, the growth rate has been about 4.4% per annum [3]. For the future an even larger rate is predicted [4, 5]. This growth has also had an impact on the emissions released by aircraft. For example, between 1991 and 2003, aviation’s carbon dioxide emissions grew by 87% [6]. At the same time, however, competition in the aviation industry has also increased tremendously due to liberalization and the opening of markets, changes which have resulted in falling airfares and caused huge changes to the established airlines, state carriers in particular [7]. Interest in the environmental impacts of the aviation industry has increased in recent years and in response several airlines have started to address this issue more seriously [8, 9]. In addition, these airlines have tried to use their pro-environmental approach to build up a positive corporate image [10]. As Liou and Chuang [11] found in their study, when the importance of corporate image in the aviation industry is evaluated, that image can be a strong tool for stimulating purchases and to differentiate an airline from its competitors. So far, a lot of research has been done on how businesses could use their environmental responsibility as a differentiation factor in order to gain competitive advantage [12, 13] but no single study has focused on the aviation industry. One research paper was found that answered at least the question of what motivates airlines to act in an environmentally responsible manner. In their case study of Scandinavian Airlines, Lynes and Dredge [14] found that one motivational factor for an airline to act environmentally responsibly is competitive advantage. Our paper aims to bring together the two subjects of environmental responsibility and competitive advantage within the aviation industry, which so far has received little attention.

The basic aim of this study is to determine whether showing proactive environmental behavior could work as a differentiation strategy for airlines that are acting more responsibly and thereby help them to improve their competitiveness. In order to measure how the air traveler perceives this pro-environmental behavior an online questionnaire among 148 air travelers was conducted. The basic research question of this study is: Do air travelers see value in airline’s environmental responsibility initiatives. To answer this question three environmental aspects were chosen and tested. These aspects included a modern and fuel efficient fleet, direct flights, and carbon offset. The participants were asked about their attitudes towards these aspects and whether they see value in them. Together with the theory presented, the participant’s answers were analyzed and conclusions were drawn as to whether and how airlines could gain competitive advantage by showing pro-environmental behavior.

2. Environmental competitive advantage

Over the past decades many studies have focused on the question of whether environmental responsibility could bring competitive advantage to companies and in which way it could deliver it. The question of “Does it pay to be green” has been raised many times. Shrivastava [15], for example, found that the use of environmental technology (e.g., pollution control equipment or waste management practices) has the potential to be a strong source of competitive advantage. Russo and Fouts [16], who focused on high-growth industries and their environmental responsibility
strategies, came up with similar results. King and Lenox [17] conducted a longitudinal study among 652 manufacturing firms in the United States and they found that environmental responsibility can bring competitive advantage to companies.

According to Orsato [18], in general there are two major approaches in the current literature regarding sources of competitive advantage: the first is resource-based and the second is the positioning school. In the resource-based approach, a company gains competitive advantage based on its ability to use existing resources in a more deliberate way than its competing entities [19]. Resources for competitive advantage could be technical capabilities, organizational structure and culture, or the way how resources are acquired and managed [18]. The second approach, the positioning school, on which this study will focus on, follows the model presented by Michael Porter. According to Porter [20], competitive advantage can be defined as the value a company creates for its customers that exceeds the company’s costs of producing it. Therefore, to achieve more value and competitive advantage a company should offer a product that either has the same advantages as a competitor’s product but with a lower price (cost leadership) or they should offer a product with more advantages that justifies a higher sales price (differentiation).

Within the aviation industry, many examples of these two strategies can be found. The business model of low-cost carriers is a good example of a successful cost leadership strategy. Other airlines instead have chosen the differentiation strategy. For instance, Finnair, the cooperation partner of this research, intends to become the leading airline in terms of environmental responsibility. This goal clearly indicates an environmental product differentiation strategy.

According to Schaltegger et al. [21], environmental product differentiation is based on the idea that a company creates a product that provides either greater environmental benefits or has a smaller environmental impact. In addition to these benefits, or alternatively, the creation of the product or service might be carried out in a way that is less environmentally harmful than the production processes of the company’s competitors [22]. One example of this approach is operating a modern and fuel-efficient fleet that produces fewer emissions during the flight. However, according to Porter [20], a differentiation strategy can only lead to competitive advantage when the company succeeds in offering a unique product based on attributes that produce what is known as buyer value. These attributes can be anything that is part of the company’s product, such as the product itself, the way it is delivered, the marketing approach as well as a broad range of other factors that differentiate the product from the competitors’ products [20].

To understand what is valuable for buyers we have to look into the buyer’s value chain. Any product or service purchased by buyers becomes an input in their value chain. These inputs determine the buyers’ needs and the way they use the product in their value chains [20]. Only if the product adds value to the buyer it can generate a willingness within the buyer to pay a premium for it [23]. According to Porter [20], there are two ways a company can provide value to its buyers through differentiation, either by lowering the buyer costs or by raising the buyer performance. Lowering buyer costs means offering a product that helps buyers save costs.

In environmental product differentiation, examples of lowering buyer costs include products that consume less fuel, products that fulfill certain environmental requirements and standards, and products that help buyers reduce their carbon footprint. The second approach, raising buyer performance, could be achieved through products that bring additional environmental benefits to buyers. These benefits include organic food products that are better for the health or products that help improve buyers’ image or status by using them [22].

In their study of environmental responsibility in small to medium enterprises, Simpson et al. [13] clearly established links between a firm’s environmental performance and competitive advantage. They found that for some of the companies in their study, activities related to environmental responsibility had become a major selling point because these activities added additional value to their customers.

### 3. Environmental aspects of aviation

As discussed above, environmental product differentiation can be achieved by offering a product that provides either greater environmental benefits or a product that has a smaller environmental impact. In the aviation industry many initiatives or aspects can be identified that are beneficial for or have less impact on the environment: operating a modern fleet, offering direct flights, high load factors, reduced take-off trust, using electric vehicles for ground services, using biofuels, making aircrafts lighter or offering carbon offset. These three aspects have been chosen because this study focuses on air travelers’ attitudes towards environmental aspects of flying, and these three aspects are considered to be the most visible for the air traveler.

Operating a modern fleet has a significant impact on cutting down carbon dioxide emissions. Increased efficiency leads to a reduction of fuel consumption and to fewer emissions, which results in a lower impact on the environment [24]. In recent decades, the achievements in efficiency have been tremendous. When the first commercial jet airliners designed in the mid-1950s are compared with the most advanced jet aircrafts currently available on the market, engine fuel consumption has dropped by more than 40%. When consumption is translated into fuel burn per seat, the drop reaches even 70% [25].

According to Hileman et al. [26], the most efficient way to get from point A to point B is to use the shortest distance, which is also known as the great-circle distance. Any diversion from the great-circle distance decreases the productivity of the flight. This diversion might lead to additional fuel consumption and more emissions, especially in cases of bad weather or air space restrictions. These negative effects may also apply in the routing of a flight connection, particularly when it is not a direct flight but has stopovers between origin and final destination [27]. The inefficiency increases even more when the flight is routed via a major airport due to the higher traffic volume and often limited runway capacity, making it often necessary for airplanes to fly holding patterns before finally approaching the runway [28].

Following the polluter pays principle, individuals, companies, and governments can purchase offsets on the carbon market to mitigate their own carbon dioxide emissions [29]. Surveys conducted by van Birgelen et al. [30] as well as Brouwer et al. [29] showed that there is a high willingness among air passengers to pay for carbon offset. Only around 15% of the respondents did not show any willingness to pay for carbon offset. Brouwer et al. [29] found that the motivation among air travelers to pay for carbon offset comes not from existing values such as giving to good causes or charity but from the primarily motive to take responsibility by paying for one’s contribution to climate change. The motivation could be explained more as a moral obligation paired with concerns about our environment and future generations.
4. Methods

This research is based on a quantitative survey in which 148 air travelers took part. For a period of two months, the questionnaire was accessible online through a link on Finnair’s international webpage in English. It was conducted with the help of a web-based interview program and the questions were developed in close cooperation with Finnair. After a pilot test with 10 participants in which the functionalities of the questionnaire were tested, the link became accessible on Finnair’s webpage in March 2011. The link was clicked 512 times during the two-month period. Altogether 148 participants completed the questionnaire successfully and answered all the questions, yielding a response rate of 28.9%. The questionnaire also collected socio-demographic data and information about the participant’s travel history.

The participants rated first the importance of the following aspects when booking a flight: ticket price, non-stop flight option, total flight time (including transfers) and suitable departure/arrival time. For the second question, they stated if they take any environmental aspects into consideration when booking a flight. If the answer was yes, they specified what kinds of aspects they consider. The respondents then answered various questions concerning their opinions about the three environmental aspects of aviation presented above. They stated if they saw value in them and whether they would show willingness to pay a premium for them. For these questions, a five-point Likert scale was used, where 1 means fully agree and 5 means fully disagree. In the questions concerning the modern fleet, they stated whether they think operating a modern fleet is better for the environment and whether they are ready to pay more for a flight that produces fewer emissions. For the questions about direct flights, the participants reported how important they rate direct flights among other aspects. In a second question they said if they would accept stopovers on their way to their final destination if the airfare were lower. In terms of carbon offset, the participants gave their opinion on whether paying for carbon offset has a positive effect on the environment or not and in the following question they stated whether they have ever paid for carbon offset. Finally using Finnair as a concrete example, the participants were asked whether they think Finnair has a leading role in terms of environmental responsibility or not.

5. Results and discussion

The survey found that only 30% of the participants take aspects related to the environment into consideration when booking a flight. No significant difference was detected between male and female participants ($p > 0.05$) or different age groups ($p > 0.05$). These results confirm what similar studies have found [29, 31, 32], the amount of air travelers who consider environmental aspects of flying are in general quite low.

To understand which environmental aspects are important for the participants who consider the environment when booking a flight, they were asked to give concrete examples. Aspects related to a modern and fuel-efficient fleet as well as direct flights were mentioned the most. Many participants stated that they actively search for alternatives to flying or even consider not making the trip at all. Several participants also said that they look for flight options that include the possibility to carbon offset. Beside that participants mentioned aspects related to the airline’s environmental practices regarding waste handling, the reduced use of paper as well as the use of metal cutlery and reusable dinnerware. Other participants also stated that they prefer flying with airlines that show strong environmental initiatives.

As stated above for those participants who consider the environment when booking a flight, a modern fleet was seen as the most important aspect. This view was confirmed by the next question, in which almost 90% of the respondents agreed that operating a modern and fuel efficient fleet is better for the environment. The mean was 1.61 and the standard deviation was 0.86. Only a small percentage (11.0%) did not have an answer to this question. No participant disagreed with this statement. A significant difference was identified between male and female respondents in regard to whether they perceived a modern and fuel efficient fleet as better for the environment or not ($p < 0.01$), with male participants more strongly agreeing with this statement. One possible explanation for this difference could be that males more often have a technical orientation than females. The male participants may be applying the knowledge that using the latest technology has helped to reduce fuel consumption of vehicles to the aviation industry. However, no significant difference in the respondents’ views on this issue could be found regarding their age ($p > 0.05$). The results showed that the participants see value in a modern and fuel efficient fleet and that they think that operating such a fleet is better for the environment. Other studies also came up with similar findings. Wittmer and Wegelin [9], for example, found that air passengers believe that, when it is compared to other environmental initiatives, operating a modern fleet can be seen as the strongest commitment an environmentally aware airline can show.

However, when the participants were asked whether they would be ready to pay a premium for flying on a modern fleet the results looked different. Only 6% fully agreed that they would be willing to pay more and 28% showed some willingness to pay, but almost 40% were not ready to pay a premium for a less polluting flight. When looking at the demographics, the data gave the impression that female passengers and the age group of 40-59 year olds showed more willingness to pay a premium. Several studies have found that females are more environmentally concerned [33] and it is also commonly known that the 40-59 age group has access to the highest income. Regardless of this observation, no significant difference could been found between male and female participants ($p > 0.05$) or different age groups ($p > 0.05$).

These results suggest that an airline could gain competitive advantage by operating a modern fleet, because this aspect is perceived positively by air travelers. A modern fleet can help air travelers to reduce the environmental impacts of their flying as well as lower their environmental costs, thereby adding value to their value chain. But even though the participants saw value in a modern fleet, airlines might face difficulties in asking a premium price based on this aspect because in this case the willingness to pay a premium didn’t appear to be high. However some air travelers might also prefer a modern fleet for other reasons (e.g., safety, convenience, or cleanness), so there might be some willingness that is not only ecologically driven to pay more for a flight operated with modern aircraft.

Direct flights were mentioned the second most by those participants who consider the environment when booking a flight. While 66% of the respondents considered the ticket price as a very important factor when booking a flight, only 27% saw non-stop flights to the final destination as a very important factor. Still, 36% of the respondents described direct flights as an important factor but the remaining 37% of the participants considered non-stop flights as less important or not important at all when making a booking decision. The fact that air travelers are highly price
sensitive, as found in this study, confirmed what previous studies had discovered [34]. The survey also found that almost three-quarters of the participants (73.0%) would accept stopovers on their way to their final destination if the flight were cheaper. Only 5% fully disagreed with this statement. The mean here was 2.20 and the standard deviation was 1.245.

The results of the questionnaire showed that the respondents see a certain value in direct flights and many of them were aware of the environmental impacts of connecting flights and unnecessary take-off and landing cycles. Nevertheless, the results of the survey also showed that ticket price is still the major criterion when choosing a flight and there was not much willingness among the respondents to pay more for a direct flight. An airline might be able to gain competitive advantage by offering a direct flight on a certain route, but it won’t find much willingness to pay an environmental premium for that among air travelers. However, when combined with other non-environmental aspects direct flights could be considered as positive inputs to the buyer’s value chain and might even attract air traveler’s willingness to pay more. In addition to the environmental aspect, direct flights also offer other advantages, such as the convenience of arriving more quickly to the final destination or by avoiding stopovers at larger airports with the risk of missing the connecting flight, losing luggage, or longer layoffs.

Offsetting carbon emissions was another aspect mentioned by several participants as an environmental aspect they take into consideration when booking a flight. In the survey almost half of the participants (47.0%) stated that they think carbon offset has a positive effect on the environment while one-quarter (25.0%) disagreed. The mean here was 2.74 and the standard deviation was 1.127. These results confirm what earlier studies have found [30, 29] that many air travelers have a positive attitude towards carbon offset and many participants in these studies also expressed their willingness to pay for carbon offset. However, the studies presented above did not ask the participants whether they had ever paid for carbon offset. In this study the participants were directly asked if they had paid for carbon offset before, but only 20% stated that they had and the remaining 80% stated that they had not. It was interesting to see that so many participants considered carbon offset as having a positive effect on the environment but so few had ever paid for it. A similar study of departing passengers at Zurich Airport came up with an even lower result. In it, less than 4% of the participants had offset the carbon emissions for the flight they were going to take, but a large number of them perceived carbon offset as something positive for the environment [9]. One might assume that those participants who paid for carbon offset before are also among those who think it has a positive effect on the environment. Surprisingly, no significance could be detected ($p > 0.05$) between those participants who had paid for carbon offset and those ones who think that carbon offset is better for the environment.

Offering carbon offset could certainly lead to competitive advantage for an airline. Many air travelers see value in it because they perceive it as something positive for the environment, even though only a few might really go for this voluntary option. The airlines would not gain any additional revenues from offering carbon offset, but the practice would certainly strengthen their environmental image among those customers who care about environmental aspects of flying and see value in carbon offset.

Having shown that some air travelers do take environmental aspects into consideration when booking a flight and that a certain percentage of participants see value in a modern fleet, direct flights and carbon offset, the question remains: do they also see these aspects in relation to particular airlines? This survey was conducted among Finnair’s customers and Finnair can certainly be considered as a leading airline in terms of environmental responsibility. Therefore the participants were asked how they evaluate the environmental performance of Finnair in comparison to other airlines. In the survey, 59% of the participants neither agreed nor disagreed with the question of whether they think Finnair has a leading role when it comes to environmental responsibility. The majority of participants did not have an opinion on this question. The remaining participants mainly agreed (34.0%), with only 7% disagreeing. The mean was 2.66 and the standard deviation was .779.

Even though a considerable amount of participants have stated that they consider the environment when booking a flight and many more also see value in the presented aspects of environmental differentiation, most of them could not distinguish Finnair’s environmental performance from its competitors’. Differentiation only works, however, if the customer perceives the additional value the product or service really provides. If the customers are not aware of the environmental work an airline performs, it will be difficult for that particular airline to gain competitive advantage based on such work. Interesting was also that no significance ($p > 0.05$) was detected between those participants who consider the environment when booking a flight and those who think that Finnair has a leading role in terms of environmental responsibility. This result again confirms that environmentally conscious participants did not necessarily see Finnair’s environmental performance as anything remarkable when it was compared to other airlines.

### 6. Conclusion

Within the aviation industry, competition has become much tougher in the recent years and at the same time the interest in the environmental impacts of aviation has increased. This research has elaborated on the question of whether showing pro-active environmental behavior could work as a differentiation strategy for airlines and help them gain competitive advantage. The results of the study showed that air travelers see value in the environmental responsibility initiatives of airlines. All three environmental aspects presented to the participants were perceived as positive and valuable. The strongest agreement was found regarding the modern fleet. However, the results also showed that these environmental aspects can only bring competitive advantage to a particular airline when the air travelers are aware that this airline is actually offering these benefits. As we saw in the case of Finnair, even though all these aspects are offered by Finnair, the same participants (here Finnair customers) who saw value in these aspects did not necessarily see Finnair as an airline which has a leading role when it comes to environmental responsibility. Airlines must therefore communicate these environmental aspects clearly, otherwise they may have difficulty gaining competitive advantage based on environmental product differentiation.

Even though these environmental aspects are appealing to air travelers and they see value in them, this study found that price sensitivity among air travelers is high. So even if airlines successfully pursue an environmental product differentiation strategy, they will face difficulties finding willingness among air travelers to pay an environmental premium for the products. For two-thirds of the participants, ticket price was the most important criterion when booking a flight. Beside this price-consciousness, the results also detected that seeing value in an aspect does not necessarily lead to a willingness to pay for it. This attitude was revealed by the example of carbon offset. Those participants who
considered carbon offset as positive for the environment were not the same ones who had also paid for carbon offset earlier. Nevertheless, the study found that there is a small but considerable share of air travelers who consider the environment when booking a flight. For those airlines which show more commitment to environmental responsibility, this share should not be underestimated. Airlines should work to identify this specific customer segment, so it could be served with a unique product based on the customer’s environmental needs using a product differentiation strategy. When airlines make the additional value and the input to their value chain more visible to these customers, more willingness to pay a premium may emerge. For the remaining air travelers who do not prioritize or even consider the environment when booking a flight, environmental product differentiation could still work as a selling point. For these customers, ticket price may remain the major selling point and aspects such as a modern fleet might stand more for safety and direct flights more for convenience, but the environmental aspect could still add some value for these customers.

For the future, further studies could be conducted on the question of how this specific customer segment, which considers the environment when booking a flight, could be identified and what would be the most efficient way to communicate environmental product differentiation to them. Further investigation could also look at what factors affect the willingness to pay a premium among air travelers and the question of how much more they would be ready to pay for a flight that has less impact on the environment.
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